
THE PRACTICAL DEVICE THAT CHARGES
AND STORES YOUR TABLETS / APPLE

Enjoy new and exciting sexual positions with ease and comfort

Baseball Stitching - Contrast baseball stitching design
accents creating an exceptionally strong seam.   

High Arc - Provides an amazing support system for your
neck and back during lovemaking. 

The Tantra Chair is a one of a kind chair. There are many cheap
replicas on the market but The Tantra Chair has the following design
features that make it unique:
      

The chair is handcrafted in Arizona, USA and is designed to
suit every couple, even those with extensive height and
weight differences. It has been designed to support over
650kg capacity.  
It is available in a great range of colours to suit any room
asthetic, without nailheads or with optional brass or pewter
nailheads. The chair is shipped in a discreet non-marked
box.

The original authentic Kama Sutra Divan designed to vastly 
enhance the lovemaking experience. The Tantric
lovemaking experience makes the sacred sexual positions
of the Kama Sutra more comfortable and ultimately easier
to achieve.
The revolutionary design changes the pelvic angles during
lovemaking while creating very unique and comfortable
sexual positions. It nurtures your body and supports you in
ways you have never experienced.

Benefits you will experience with the Tantra Chair:

Enhances the lovemaking experience

The frame is made from solid maple or alder wood.
Its dual arc design displaces the weight of 2 people.
Relieves knees, hips, back, neck and shoulders.
The width dimension has been developed to allow the female to 
use her quadriceps and gluteus muscles to maximse her pelvic
movements.
Made from ethically sourced eco-leather that is stain-resistant, 
anti-microbial, moisture-proof and hypoallergenic.
Easy to clean - simply wipe clean with mild soap and water.

The world's most functional sex furniture design
1 Lower Arc - The lower arc is designed for oral positioning

or deep, powerful  thrusting during intercourse. 

2 Central Countour- Changes the pelvic angles of both
individuals with ease and precision.  
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Enviroleather - Exceptionally soft on the skin and anti-
microbial. This eco-leather will not fade or stretch and is
stain free.
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The unique features of The Tantra Chair

Featured in:
Women's Health Magazine
Men's Health Magazine
eMercedea Benz Magazine
Elle Magazine

The Discovery Channel
She Knows
House Hunters

Available from: 19/26-32 Abel St, Penrith NSW 2750
p: (02) 4721 6500
e: tantrachair@torstar.net.au

You are welcome to view The Tantra Chair at
www.tantrachair.com. Delivery is available to all Australian
States and Territories as well as New Zealand.More pleasurable sensations due to effortless 

changes in pelvic angles
More frequent orgasms
More intense orgasms
Amazing comfort levels
Exceptional control of the depths and angles of
penetration
Comfort and support for older clients.


